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W

elcome to ComicScene Issue Ten.
If you are new to the magazine then a big warm welcome
to you all.

From this issue we not only have our regular features on great comics old and
new but we mix it up a bit with some comic strips too! The return of Captain
Cosmic (see his first adventure in issue 5 of ComicScene) and Lady Flintlock
(Dick Turpin meets Gentleman Jack - serialised in issues 5 to 8) is great news for
all readers. Even better news is the launch of Rok of the Reds by Judge Dredd
co creator John Wagner, Alan Grant and Dan Cornwell. Football - and aliens!
A great combination!
Also this issue, as promised last month, a brand spanking new pull out all ages
comic for you to enjoy. Aimed at 7 to 14 year olds, but hours of enjoyment for
all ages, is 'Corker!' We've brought together some great strips that you can read
and then share with your kids, nieces, nephews, grand kids or in a public space
such as a library, community centre, school, doctors, dentists, hairdressers, play
centre. Kids love comics - they just have to get their hands on a copy and you
can help. Let them enjoy Gallant and Amos, Megatomic Battle Rabbit, Slash
Moron and Whackoman! as much as we do and let their imagination go wild!
You will be helping create the next generation of comic readers and comic
creators.
Big thanks to John Charles for our original Judge Dredd cover and
Marc Jackson for our Corker! cover this month. Lovely work!
If you have a blast then please do subscribe. You can
get ComicScene and all your favourite UK and US comics
at our website getmycomics.com/comicscene
Our next issue is out 19th December...
See you then! Yours aye, Tony.
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Children's
comics and
comic shops...

Or the Raina (& Pilkey) Test - how to tell if your
comic shop wants to make money...

O

ver many years in comics, I’ve
been heavily involved with kids’
comics, whether as someone
trying to sell them at Nostalgia & Comics
(now Worlds Apart), Birmingham, as a
parent trying to find great comics for my
daughter, as a librarian in a primary school
trying to put together the best graphic
novel library, and now as a comics critic.
Because I believe it’s the key to the longterm survival of both the medium and the
commercial viability of comic shops.
Over the years, I’ve seen a wonderful
increase in visibility of kids’ graphic novels
and comics, to the point where it’s almost
universally acknowledge that the kids and
young adult market is the fastest growing
part of comics. Yes, you can point to the
increasing mainstream awareness of
superheroes thanks to the exponential
success of the Marvel movies (and to a
lesser degree DC movies,) but the figures
for comics, and most pertinently graphic
novel sales, tell us that it's definitely not
superheroes that are driving graphic novel
sales.

Sadly though, that simple fact seems to
have passed by your average comic shop
owner. And it’s that simple fact more than
anything else that will be the driving force
that sees more and more comic shops go
under. They have no one to blame but
themselves, all the evidence is there, the
facts are staring them in their faces. But,
again and again they just ignore a kids
market that gets bigger and bigger and
bigger every year.
Please, don't get me wrong, I love comic
shops, I adore them. Hell, I spent 19 years,
boy and man, working in Nostalgia &
Comics, Birmingham. I want comic shops
to thrive, I want more and more wonderful
comic shops to open and stay open. But
in my travels I've seen so many make the
absolutely negligent mistake of ignoring
kids’ comics, and in doing so, ignoring
perhaps the most important and only
growth demographic in comic reading.
And there’s a very simple test of
whether a comic shop is smart
enough to survive - Does it pass
the Raina Test?

ComicScene.org | Comic Scene | Volume 2 Issue 10 | January 2020
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It’s as simple as that. She’s the best-selling
comic maker in the Western world
alongside Dav Pilkey of Dog Man fame.
And if your comic shop doesn’t have even
one book by the pair of them, then that
comic shop doesn’t care about kids,
doesn’t care about stocking kids’ comics
and, incredibly, doesn’t really care all that
much about making money.
Allow me to explain. I’ve even got stats to
back up my ideas in the form of the annual
Bookscan data. Ok, I’ll admit that those
aren’t perfect… they’re the figures
reported
from
any
participating
bookstore. But that’s US bookstores and
doesn’t include comic shops, where the
direct sale model is completely different to
bookstores. It also tends to blur the line of
what we count as a comic, with books like
Wimpy Kid and Dork Diaries featuring in
their graphic novel lists. But, even with all
those problems, it still gives us graphic
novel sales figures that we can use as a
starting point for a discussion. Although
frankly the discussion should go like this…
“You aren’t stocking these books? What
the hell comic shop owner, don’t you want
to make money?”
Because, even on the most cursory glance,
looking at the Bookscan charts for the last

three years, 2016-2018, it’s glaringly
obvious that kids and young adults
graphic novels make up the lion’s share of
the top 10 each and every year.
In 2016, for example, young adult/kids
titles made up nine of the top 10 graphic
novels, or seven if you take out Dork
Diaries 10 and The Adventures of Max
Crumbly. The only graphic novel for
adults? The Killing Joke by Moore and
Bolland, coming in at number 8.
Take a look closer though and you’ll see
the amazing thing. All seven best-selling
graphic novels in 2016 have just one
common feature – they’re all by Raina
Telgemeier. Four she wrote and drew
(Ghosts, Smile, Sisters, and Drama) and the
other three were her adaptations of the
Baby-Sitter's Club from the works of Ann
Martin. In all, Telgemeier accounted for
roughly 5% of ALL the 2016 income from
graphic novels. FIVE PERCENT.

to his Dog Man titles - which is something
like 13% of ALL the graphic novels sold
through Bookscan. And then Raina is there
with Drama, Smile, and Sisters in the top
ten. Rounding it out, we have Gale
Galligan's Baby Sitters Club adaptation.
First superhero title? That would be The
Infinity Gauntlet at 29, obviously pushed
up by the Avengers movie.
You really want to tell me that superheroes
are going to save comics?
Nope, afraid not. But Raina Telgemeier
and Dav Pilkey might.
Figures for 2019 are obviously not out yet,
but it's a safe bet that Raina & Dav Pilkey
will be topping the charts this year. After
all, Raina’s new book, Guts, is a massive
bestseller already. In the first week of
release in September, it sold 76,000+
copies, making it not just the number one

2017, it gets better - the entire top 10 is
kids and young adults GNs. In fact, you
have to get to 23 before finding an adult
graphic novel (Persepolis) and 36 before
anything superhero (Killing Joke again).
And the chart belongs to two names; Dav
Pilkey (his Dog Man books at 1-3) and
Raina Telgemeier (Ghosts, Drama, Smile,
Sisters, and a Babysitters Club adaptation
at 4-8). Whether numbers 9 & 10, Rachel
Renee Russell's The Misadventures of Max
Crumbly 2 and Dork Diaries 1, are comics
is something to debate another time. But
the books in positions 1-8 are absolutely
comics... and they're by TWO people.
2018, Dav Pilkey just strengthens his hold
on the top ten, with the top six spots going

5
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Now, before everyone throws their arms
up and tells me that they know great
comic shops where the children's section
is incredible, I know there are great shops
out there. But my experience of comic
shops across the UK tells me that those
great shops that recognise the proven
goldmine of YA and kids GNs are few and
far between.
Far more likely, if you walk into your local
comic shop, you'll struggle to find the
kids section. If the shop has one, it's a
couple of shelves, a rack at best, out of
the way, and loaded with the comic
shop's idea of what kids want to read.
Kids lines from Marvel and DC, maybe
My Little Pony, that sort of thing.
Given all the facts - If you run a comic
shop and you don't have a single Raina
Telgemeier or Dav Pilkey comic book on
your kids racks, what the hell are thinking?
Don't you like making money?
GN, but the number one best-selling
book, eclipsing the second placed book,
Stephen King's The Institute, with just shy
of 50,000 copies. Remember, this is in a
comics market where the best-selling
graphic novels in comic shops across the
world sell maybe 200,000 a year.
How quickly do you think Guts is going to
blow through the 1 million copy first print
run? Pilkey's new Dog Man book did
something similar, having sold nearly
600,000 copies in the 6 weeks of its
release and it’s going to blow through its
3 million print run in no short time as well.
The success of young adult graphic novels
isn’t going away anytime soon. And isn’t it
wonderful that, in a world where we're
increasingly told that children don't read
as much, here's evidence they do. They
absolutely devour the books.

novel section of the library. In fact the top
fifty borrowed items in the library broke
down roughly half and half graphic novels
and novels. Proving to me, at least with this
small sample size, that kids want to read
comics, as long as they’re the right sort of
comics. And by that I mean the Raina
Telgemeier and Dav Pilkey sort of comics,
alongside things as diverse as Amulet,
Bone,
Tintin,
Asterix,
Simpsons,
Babymouse, Gum Girl, Adventure Time,
Raymond Briggs, Beano Annuals, and so
much more. But the top two borrowed
comic authors would always be Raina
Telgemeier and Dav Pilkey, even though
back then Pilkey’s books weren’t pure
comics.

My own experience, at the coalface if you
will, was when I was setting up a library in
a primary school here in the UK. I made
sure I had a wide range of graphic novels
in there, classics such as Asterix and Tintin,
modern classics such as Bone, the Phoenix
Presents graphic novel series, all of
Telgemeier's works, and yes, plenty of
superheroes of all types.

So, given all that information, the
Bookscan details and my own anecdotal
evidence about what the kids are reading,
it’s quite obvious that the market for kids
and comics is defined by those two
authors, Raina Telgemeier and Dav Pilkey.
Yet, when you walk into any comic shop
and head for the kids section, I can pretty
much guarantee that you’ll be lucky to find
any of their books. Which, of course, is
insane. Given the number of copies they
sell, it’s ridiculous to think that comic shop
owners wouldn’t want a cut of that action.

It didn’t take long to realise that the kids
just weren't borrowing superheroes. They
knew of them sure, but that was through
the movies, not the comics. But they were
borrowing everything else in the graphic

In fact, you could almost accuse comic
shops that don’t stock a wide range of kids
comics, including the Raina and Pilkey
books as being economically negligent
and just plain insane.

The reasons for kids sections in comic
shops being so poor are many. It’s a
historical thing, given the time that comic
shops first came into being and flourished,
where comics really weren’t for kids
anymore. Comic shops were traditionally
set up to sell superhero comics. And that
idea still persists. Persists to the point
where comic shop owners and managers
just ignore or worse, don’t even realise that
there’s a new kids comic market out there
that they should be stocking.
But increasingly, comic shops are now just
pandering to an ageing customer base.

ComicScene.org | Comic Scene | Volume 2 Issue 10 | January 2020
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And they seem, insanely, happy to keep
doing that, selling the same old thing to
their ever older customer base. Follow that
dumb-ass business strategy to its end and
you have comic shops dying out
alongside their every shrinking customer
base.

Meanwhile, all of these kids who love
comics will carry on getting them from
anywhere than comic shops. It might be
bookshops, Scholastic book fairs, online,
libraries, but it sure aint the majority of
comic shops.
Comic store owners and managers – why
don’t you try? It really doesn't take much.
Change your displays, change your layout.
Have kid friendly posters and window
displays, put the allages section front and
centre, stock it with the books that you
know are proven sellers. It's not going to
change overnight sure, it's going to take
years to really get things going, but once
they do, for every copy of Watchmen or
The Walking Dead these forward thinking
shops sell, they'll be selling ten Raina
Telgemeier and Dav Pilkey books. And as
those Raina and Pilkey readers grow older,
they’ll be your future customers, teens and
adults.
All it takes is the courage to make the
change, and the simple ability to read the
figures.
So what are you waiting for, comic shop
owners? Two authors, Raina Telgemeier,

Dav Pilkey. Go and order their books,
make a big deal of it, work hard and get
those kids in your store. Create a kids’
section, make it huge, do the outreach,
have the events, take the time to make it
work. And it will. That way, you can at least
attempt to get the next generation of
readers into your store.
Alternatively, maybe just go big on
Doomsday Clock and the like. But that
way, you’re pretty much putting your
hands up and telling the reading world
that you just don’t care, you don’t want
new readers, and although I’ll lament the
fact that the for sale signs go up, I won’t be
surprised.
It’s your choice. You want to sell to an everageing customer base? Fine, go out of
business and prove you’re nothing more
than an amateur pretending to run a
business. Or look to the future, grow your
customer base and have continued
success that keeps you in business AND
keeps this medium we love thriving and
growing.
Your choice.

Author: Richard Bruton | Twitter:@richardbruton
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GOTHIC
FOR GIRLS
BOOK EXTRACT
Chapter 5 Misty’s serial stories and Gothic heroines
In her new book Julia Round closely analyzes Misty’s content, including its creation
and production, its cultural and historical context, key influences, and the comic itself.

T

he Misty serials all follow the same rough outline. We are
introduced to a female protagonist who quickly develops a
problem of some kind. This may be the manifestation of a
supernatural power (visions, telekinesis, telepathy), or the intrusion
of a mysterious or magical object (a box of paints, a ring, a mirror,
a car, a swimsuit). Alternatively the protagonist may find herself
trapped in an unhappy situation (a new family, school or world) or
become aware of some deception (a secret prisoner or plot of
some kind). The plot develops as they discover new information
relating to the item or their situation. These categories can overlap:
for example Gayle’s mirror in ‘Day of the Dragon’ reveals that she
is the reincarnation of Cheng Hsiao Feng, and Nicola’s cat ring
reveals her destiny as the Chosen One of Bast (‘The Cult of the Cat’)
– blurring the lines between internal powers and external objects.
Similarly, magical objects or external forces can also serve as the
source of antagonism and create a situation from which the
protagonist struggles to escape (‘Journey into Fear’, ‘Paint it Black’,
‘The Silver Racer-Back’). Many trapped protagonists also become
aware of a mystery or deception of some kind: for example
‘Nightmare Academy’ revolves around Sharon’s attempts to
discover the secret that Madame Nocturne is hiding, and Sarah
remains at Pendleton Manor to investigate its secrets (‘Midnight
Masquerader’).

traits (fear of water, ability to climb and balance, light-reflective
eyes) and has new knowledge and visions of Egypt. The tension
comes from Nicola’s fear at the ‘slow frightening cycle of change’
she undergoes (#7) and her sightings of Charmian, and also from
our uncertainty as to the Cult’s intentions, which are framed
ominously and as a potential threat throughout. For example
Charmian insists ‘You must learn to follow without question!’ (#2),
and members of the Cult implore ‘Give her [Nicola] the fortitude
to accept her fate.’ (#3) Even at the final episode we are still unsure

However, one common feature of this plot is its focus on a
protagonist who has to accept or overcome some aspect of their
self, which underpins eleven of the thirty-three serials. This is often
a hidden part or special power, and might be revealed by a
mysterious or magical object. A good example is ‘The Cult of the
Cat’, which was the lead story in the very first issue of Misty and one
of just two of its serials to spark a sequel (‘The Nine Lives of Nicola’).
Written by Bill Harrington with art by Homero, it tells the story of
Nicola Scott and her acceptance of her destiny as The Chosen One
of Bast. The story cuts between Egypt and England, as messenger
Charmian is dispatched to awaken Nicola to her gifts so she can
take her role as a High Priestess in the Temple of Bast. Charmian
follows Nicola around, placing a cat ring on her finger while she
sleeps. Nicola cannot remove it and then begins to develop catlike

ComicScene.org | Comic Scene | Volume 2 Issue 10 | January 2020
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whether the Cult wishes Nicola harm, as Charmian removes
Nicola’s powers while she is climbing, causing her to fall. The
resolution that Nicola is only required to send her ‘secret self’ to
Egypt, remaining physically with her family in the new knowledge
that she is ‘a very special person’, is entirely contained in the final
two pages and arguably a bit of an anti-climax. This might have
been the reason for the story’s return as ‘The Nine Lives of Nicola’
(#53-#64), which offers an actual antagonist as the Temple of Bast
is attacked by the Cobra King and Nicola must help save the Cult.
Nicola can be read as a persecuted and pursued Gothic heroine
in flight in both stories, as per Smith’s (2013b: 129) comments on
this figure: Each Gothic heroine is an exemplar of female sensibility
born into a world that is blind, indifferent, or hostile to her special
qualities. Each must pass through a liminal state in which her true
identity is concealed, and all are relentlessly pursued by a Gothic
villain intent on depriving them of their virtue, their inheritance, or
both. Finally, in an act of Providence, each is rewarded with a happy
ending in the final few pages.
The framing of the Cult’s intentions as dangerous and villainous
encourages a reading of the story in this light, which is continued
in its sequel where Princess Ravala pursues Nicola. Commenting
on the Radcliffean Gothic, Smith (2013b: 144) notes further that ‘it
is precisely the geographical and social displacement of the Gothic
heroine that enables her to come into contact with, and to
transform the lives of, as many people as possible’, and so the
dislocation between the Egyptian mythology and Nicola’s
contemporary life in England adds to this reading.
While the plot of ‘The Cult of the Cat’ may be a little stretched, its
delivery is tense and the story is visually ambitious. Harrington’s
writing conveys Nicola’s frustration effectively as she repeatedly
demands ‘Leave me alone. You and your… your cats and your
snakes’ (#10), to no effect. Homero’s art creates the spectacle of
Ancient Egypt, through pyramids, stone carvings, temples, priests
and priestesses. The story’s opening splash pages are particularly
impressive, featuring gatherings of acolytes in mystic rituals:
burning incense, scrying, and chanting. The main body of the story
sustains this exoticism by constantly cutting between the two
locations. This creates a hallucinogenic quality as Egypt is so
evocatively drawn and the location jump is seldom signified by
narration. The frequent transformations (from human to cat) add to
this dream-like quality and are beautifully rendered in repeated
imagery using the De Luca effect (see figure 5.1 below). Along
similar lines, shadows and reflections are manipulated to
emphasise the illusion (#1, #3), and panel borders are often
elaborate and representational: for example shaped like cats (#3,
#6).

leaving ‘The School of the Lost’. An indicative example is ‘The
Sentinels’ (#1-#12), in which an old tower block provides Jan
Richards with access to a terrifying world where the Nazis won
World War II, which she struggles to escape. She encounters
doubles of her family and friends and, after Jan’s father becomes
trapped in a Nazi prison, Alt-Jan must ultimately give up her own
father to take his place. The story is surprisingly dramatic and
graphic, with helicopter chases (#4), a splash page of Jan’s brutally
beaten father (#11), and a horrifying page in which her pet dog
Tiger is eaten alive by rats (#4) (see figure 5.2 below). Capaldi’s art
is dynamic and realistic throughout the tale, using light and shade
to lead the eye through the layout, and bringing in an adventurous
edge. The page layout below literally foregrounds the swarming
mass of rats (see panel 5) while simultaneously giving the reader a
direct look at Jan and Sally’s fright. Its composition uses inset and
circular panels to build towards the mounting horror, making this
the central subject of its panels and the page as a whole.
Figure 5.2
‘The Sentinels’ (Misty #4). Art by Mario Capaldi, written by Malcolm
Shaw. Reproduced with permission of Misty™ Rebellion Publishing
IP Ltd; copyright © Rebellion Publishing IP Ltd, all rights reserved.
These ‘trapped’ scenarios do not have to be supernatural: Toni’s
attempts to escape her father (‘Whistle and I’ll Come’) and Jackie’s
efforts to help her Gran (‘The Cats of Carey Street’) are also
examples of heroines who are trying to resolve or escape from a
threatening situation. Similarly, the magical items discussed above
may not be beneficial and instead take on or enable the role of
antagonist. Sometimes the two themes are inextricably entwined –
for example in ‘Paint it Black’ Maggie’s box of paints allows her to
create wonderful pictures, but this causes her father to imprison
her out of greed, and immerses her in the Thursby family mystery,

Figure 5.1
‘The Cult of Cat’ (Misty #1). Art by Homero, written by Bill
Harrington. Reproduced with permission of Misty™ Rebellion
Publishing IP Ltd; copyright © Rebellion Publishing IP Ltd, all rights
reserved.
The alternate scenario of a protagonist trapped or otherwise
sucked into an unhappy or mysterious situation (such as a new
family, school or world) features fifteen times. Lucy is sent to stay
with her creepy Uncle in ‘Screaming Point’, Lizzie narrowly escapes
Madame Blaze’s ‘House of Horror’, Elena is trapped in Ancient
Greece (‘A Leap Through Time’), and Jenny is prevented from

19
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and only when she has helped Amy can she
be free.
These trapped protagonists depict the
second type of Gothic heroine – confined
and incarcerated. By focusing on a trapped
heroine in peril, the serials draw on ‘The
dreaded Female Gothic image of the
imprisoned woman’ (Davison 2004: 62).
This represents historical fears of women
about their autonomy and status as
property. As Davison (2004: 54) explains:
‘the married woman of the period was
frequently commodified and became a
femme couverte under established law—a
woman whose autonomy and identity were
denied as she was regarded as her
husband’s
property.
Under
such
circumstances, marriage signalled a
figurative death for women.’ Anxieties
about agency and identity underlie these
stories (Davison 2004, Horner 2010, Tóth
2010).
Critics have therefore read the Gothic
heroine narrative as the search for an
‘achieved, finished identity’ (Brownstein
cited in Kaplan 1983: 83); a tale of
‘emotional growth’ (Davison 2004: 50) in
pursuit of wholeness and completion (Tóth
2010, Smith 2013b, 2017). Voyages of selfdiscovery that end in happy homes
characterise many of the Misty serial stories.
In ‘Moonchild’ Rosemary escapes her

abusive family life and unwanted powers
when her mother leaves and her
grandmother dies, and she finds her new
place living with her best friend Anne (#13).
The Hudson family adopt Toni at the end of
‘Whistle and I’ll Come’ (#56), Salah claims
her temple at the end of ‘The Salamander
Girl’ (#9), and Sammy’s family adopt her
twin Jane at the close of ‘Don’t Look Twice’
(#66). But even if the protagonists are not
given new places, their bildungsroman
journey enables them to change and be
happier with their old place. For example in
‘The Cult of the Cat’ Nicola initially struggles
against her destiny, saying ‘No, no, go away.
Keep out of my head. I hate your gods and
your cats’ (#7), but ultimately accepts her
new identity as ‘a very special person, the
chosen of Bast’ (#12). As Tóth observes: ‘the
[G]othic heroine must inevitably go through
transformations of personality in order to
formulate a separate and independent
identity.’ (2010: 23)
In the Misty serials, ‘Heroinism thus
becomes a process in self-awareness’
(Wright 2017: 18), where pursued or
imprisoned characters rise towards a happy
ending and self-acceptance (although this
is sometimes tinged with ambivalence after
great sacrifice – see chapter ten). In this, the
serials contrast with the single stories, which
in general provide a transgressing heroine
with swift and direct punishment (although
it is worth noting this is often a form of
incarceration). The tension between the two
types is an important part of giving balance
to the comic and these differences are
explored further in chapter eight.
The contrast also had a commercial
imperative that has been discussed
and critiqued by fans, creators and
critics. Pat Mills claims that ‘one of the
reasons for the decline of Misty was
they went for too many one-shot
stories’ (2016a) and Jenni Scott
(posting as comixminx) also ‘attribute[s]
the failure of the title to having run too

Julia Round

is an award-winning writer and scholar whose research
examines the intersections of Gothic, comics and children’s
literature. Her previous books include Gothic in Comics and
Graphic Novels: A Critical Approach (2014) and the coedited collection Real Lives Celebrity Stories. She is
co-editor of Studies in Comics journal (Intellect) and the
book series Encapsulations (University of Nebraska Press),
and co-organiser of the annual International Graphic Novel
and Comics Conference (IGNCC).

many one-off stories’ (Comics UK 2015).
These claims are not entirely correct: my
analysis of every tenth issue shows that at
Misty’s start the serials dominated, with four
or five serial installments and two to three
single stories in each issue. This weighting
shifts around halfway through the run
where each issue contains two to three
serials and four to five singles. It then evens
out towards the end, with three serials and
three singles in every issue. Mills (2016a)
describes the move to include more single
stories as ‘pure laziness’ and ‘an easy way
out’ when compared with crafting a longer
serial, even of the adaptive type that he
pioneered with ‘Moonchild’ and ‘Hush,
Hush, Sweet Rachel’. As he explains: ‘It
would have been a natural thing for
example to have other Stephen King stories
and had a hotel, or a giant werewolf […]
they didn't want to do that because it
requires a commitment, you've got to sit
down, you have to read a 400 page novel
[…] you've got to analyse it and then you
can say “Can I make this acceptable for
eleven- to twelve-year-old girls?”’
Prigmore (2016a) responds to the criticisms
by explaining that the editorial team used
the self-contained stories to try out new
writers and artists. There was a variety of
styles to suit their particular skills: mystery,
weepie, humour and so on. Also, a few
complete pages in hand meant gaps could
be plugged if the post was late from Spain
or people were ill etc. We had thirty-two
pages to fill every week and it could be
touch and go sometimes! […] I know Pat
Mills has said he thought there were too
many one-offs in Misty, but I don’t agree.
What does a new reader get if they buy, say,
issue five and it’s full of serials. ‘The story so
far’ can only tell you so much. But with one
or two complete stories there is satisfaction
to be had. And some stories, like music,
only need a short time. Any longer and they
lose something. Personally, I think much of
the greatest literature is found in the short
story.

Julia teaches in the Faculty of Media and Communication at
Bournemouth University. Her work has appeared in
numerous journals & edited collections, inc. Language &
Literature, International Journal of Comic Art, and Children’s
Literature in Education. She shares her research at her website
www.juliaround.com, which also includes interviews, articles,
and a searchable database of all the Misty stories and creators.
Her new book Gothic for Girls: Misty and British Comics is
published by University Press of Mississippi. Hardback £90.
Paperback £24.66. 320 pages. 71 colour illustrations.

‘Don’t Look Twice’, ‘The Four Faces of Eve’, ‘Hush, Hush, Sweet Rachel’, ‘Day of the Dragon’, ‘Moonchild’, ‘The Cult of the Cat’, ‘The Loving Cup’,
‘The Nine Lives of Nicola’, ‘The Secret World of Sally Maxwell’, ‘The Salamander Girl’, and ‘Wolf Girl’. ‘Black Widow’ is also continued as ‘The
Spider Woman’ in Tammy and Misty, 19 January 1980.b
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W

elcome to Corker! the new kids comic FREE with
ComicScene Magazine. If you have managed to
get your hands on this collectors item first issue you
are very lucky as there is lots of great comics for you to enjoy
(and it may be worth oodles of cash when you are older)...

CORKER!

ts
ks presents
ark books
pa
air sp
Fa
F

• Gallant
and Amos
by Rob Barnes

ingredient
cret in
ec
he Se
Th
T

‘Gallant and Amos’ is
a comic about two guys
travelling around a
medieval world and
stumbling into crazy
adventures and events.
Oh! and did we mention
one is a Knight and the
other a Dragon?

• MegaAtomic Battle
Rabbit by Stu Perrins
and Israel Huretas
When a mysterious blue light
illuminates the skies of a small English
town, science fiction fan Dexter and
reluctant pal Henry embark on a torch
lit adventure in the search of little green
men. However, as they soon discover,
not all alien life is as cute and gentle
than ET would have you believe.

rnes
ar
Rob Ba

We'd love to know what you think. Let us know
your favourites and send us your drawings to
comicsceneuk@gmail.com ...Team Corker!

•

Slash Moron by
Bambos Georgiou,
James Hansen and
John Burns

From the team being the Wallace and
Gromit comic strips comes a slapstick
space opera spoof for all ages.

Subscribe

to ComicScene and Corker at
getmycomics.com/ComicScene
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#1 IN A 4 ISSUE SERIES
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CONSUMeD BY SH ELA THE ST ALERS P CULiAR
P0CKET-BOOK, 0UR HeRO FiNDS HIMSeLF TRAPPED IN
ANOTHeR DiMENSION WiTH HIS SiDe-KICK, BUGSY...

I TH0UGHT IT WAS JUST
A COMA-iNDUCED DReAM,
NOW Y0U’R H RE
IT’S MORE OF A

BUGSY!

e e
NiGHTMARe!!

THERE

YOU ARe!

WELL, THe
B0YS ARE BACK

TOGeTHER
AGAiN!

iT’S LIKE

THE GO0DOLD-DAYS,
BUT WiTH
SPANDeX!

WHAT

THiS
PLACe?
IS

YOU’Re THE 0NLY
ONE IN A RiDICUL0US
OUTFiT!

NOW, WHeRE’S

NO D0N’T BE SUCH A SQUEEZeD
LeMON, BUGSY!
TRAPPeD!
THeRE’S
ALWAYS
A WAY-0UT
FROM AN
iNTeRDIMENSiONAL
PURSe!

THERE IS

eXiT, WE’RE

EXiT TO
THIS PLACe?
THe

SAYS YOU,

DARLING! YOUR

SH0RTS ARE A
fASHiON FAUXPAS!

CLOSe
TO ME.

MMPfFHH! ...PiECe! LeAPIN’

!
!
K
A
R
L
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B
THiS

L0OFAHS!

CL0SER.

WHO IS

RASCAL?!

W

i’LL GET
Y0U OUT
OF HeRE
IN 0NE...

HEAD TO WWW.MARCMAKeSC0MiCS.CO.UK TO PiCK-UP MORe FUNNY B0OKS fROM MARC JACKSON!

mj

STAY

MORe NeXT TiME!
©COPYRIGHT 2019 MARC JACKSON AND WEiRD0 COMiCS #15
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SUBSCRIBE
TO THE FASTEST
GROWING
MAGAZINE
ABOUT COMICS
IN THE UK &
IRELAND

Your Complete Guide to Comics

Order previous issues of ComicScene & subscribe at www.getmycomics.com/ComicScene

AND BUY AND SUBSCRIBE TO THE LATEST AMERICAN, BRITISH & INDEPENDENT COMICS

SAVE &
SUBSCRIBE

ONLY
£4.60
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SUE
(12 m
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6 ISSUES £29.94
12 ISSUES £55.20
12 ISSUES DIGITAL £30
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ANDY
DIGGLE
INTERVIEW
PART TWO

By Steve J. Ray Photos: Alex Knight

C

ontinued from Issue 9 at the May
2019 MCM Comic-Con at
London's Excel, where we sat
down and talked about comics.
S: Bring back Batman: Confidential. That
was a good series.
A: Thank you. I've got an idea for a
Batman/Joker story that has an angle I
don't think has been seen before. The
main problem with these top level
characters, the ones that are so iconic, over
the decades it feels like everything's been
done. It's hard trying to find a fresh angle
on it. I don't just want to be churning out
filler. I only want to approach a major
character if I feel that I've got something
new to say with it. I've got an angle for a
Joker story that would basically be about
childhood trauma. Both Bruce Wayne's,
already well documented childhood
trauma, but also the idea of the Joker (laughing) and this sounds really harsh but with the Joker traumatising children,
with the potential of creating new
adversaries for himself.
I pitched this to Jock a few years back, and
he seemed quite keen on it. Maybe now
Scott Snyder's done something a little
similar, so I'll have to check it out.
S: Oh, the Batman Who Laughs and his
cadre of Zombie Robins? No that's
different. I think your idea is more like
Joker creating himself the next Batman.
That's dark! Again, I'd read the (R@P out of
that too!
A: (Laughing) Thanks! I've got one or two
Punisher stories in me, that I'd like to get
out too. I definitely want to play Punisher as
more of the bad guy than the hero, you
know?
S: If we're honest, he is.
A: Exactly. I always have more fun with the
characters that live in the grey areas.
Though, writing Superman, that one
character who is totally just the best
person, was actually very stimulating and
inspiring. Not just the strongest, but just the
most decent. I think that sometimes I can
get too cynical, and I need to bring out my
inner Superman.
S: So, we know some of the big characters
you've worked on, and may want to revisit.
What's on your agenda right now, though?
I know a little about the ComiXology
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project, but what does Andy Diggle's life
look like right now, in terms of writing
work?
A: At the moment I'm writing Prométhée
13:13 which is co-production between
ComiXology Originals and French
publisher Delcourt. It's a spin-off from
Christophe Bec's French graphic novel
series., Prométhée, which is huge, epic,
sprawling, science fiction conspiracy tale,
about ancient aliens and U.F.O.s and
government cover-ups. It spans dozens of
characters over thousands of years... it's
huge.
You can read the whole thing on
ComiXology, in an English translation. It's
massive, so it's not a quick sell, like most
American comics are. It's a slow build. So,
part of my job for this is to do like a single
original graphic novel which acts like an
introduction to this very complex world
that Cristophe has built.
Shawn Martinbrough is drawing it, who's a
good friend of mine and a consummate
artist.
S: He's a great storyteller.
A: Brilliant visual storyteller. He has an
innate sense of storytelling. We've spent
years working together on things like Thief
Of Thieves (Image Comics), he was one of
the first artists to fill in for Jock on The
Losers... going way back. He even did one
of my issues of Shadowlands. So, yeah, we
like working together and it's really
exciting seeing him putting his pages
together for that. We've got Jock doing the
covers for it, too. Will Dennis is editing it for
ComiXology, and he's the guy who put
The Losers together, so, it really feels like
we're getting the band back together. It's
really exciting.
We're all going to get together at San
Diego this summer, and we're gonna talk
about it on-stage.
S: That is proper cool.
A: Yeah, we're hoping to get the first trade
together for San Diego Comic-Con.
S: So it's going to be released in print form
too?
A: I'm not 100% sure, but my
understanding is it might? It'll certainly be
available in English on ComiXology
digitally, and there will be print editions in

France. Whether there'll be any English
print editions, well... I don't know. I'm sure
eventually that'll happen, once the whole
thing's done.
It'll be two French editions, two 46 page
volumes. Whether that'll be collected as a
single original graphic novel over here, I
don't know yet. So, that's the current thing
I'm doing. I really need to hurry up and get
that finished.
I'm also writing a creator-owned miniseries, which is something that's very close
to my heart. We're not really in a position
to announce what that is yet, but the artist
is already attached. We're weighing up our
options as who to pitch it to, but we're just
gonna go ahead and do it anyway, and
then approach publishers.
I did a Vertigo crime book years ago called
Rat Catcher, which was like an F.B.I. thriller,
which we got the rights back to. I'm gonna
turn that into a screenplay, because my
agent keeps telling me that that's a movie
waiting to happen. We had a very well
respected screenwriter who actually
adapted it on-spec, a few years back, but
it was so different from the comic that we
felt like he's clearly got his own story that
he wants to tell... so you tell that story, and
we'll tell this one. So I'm just going to adapt
that one myself.
You can tell from the way I write that I like
movies, and movie storytelling. It's just a
question of finding the time. I'm spending
a lot of time being a dad right now too,
which is an important job in and of itself.
Once I have more time for myself, then the
Rat Catcher screenplay will be next on my
list.
S: When you can, approach David Ramsey
and Stephen Amell...
A: That could work!
S: Some in-roads. Do you still get that rush;
when you've finished a script, when
you've handed it over to penciller, inker,
colorist, letterer, when you see the finished
article, when you go, "Damn, that's so
cool!"
A: Yes! Still. Especially when you're
working with artists the calibre of Shawn
Martinbrough, or Alessandro Vitti... when
you get the stuff back, it's always kind of a
rush. It's great! You also get that whole, "I
could never do that in a million years"

thing too. I wish I could draw, but I've got
no talent for it whatsoever.
You're entirely in the hands of the artist,
you're never really in control of anything.
The writer's job is just to suggest to the
artist, you're not the artist's boss. Yes, it's a
collaboration, but you're in the artist's
hands. You have to trust them. The secret
is to always work with the people you can
trust; the ones who can bring it to life and
to make it better than it looked in your
head. I've been very lucky to work with
such great artists.
S: So, with that said, I take it you write full
scripts, as opposed to the "Marvel style"
of plot, art, then script later?
A: Everything I've ever done has been fullscript. That's how I learned to do it. As a
writer you're trying to create moments, a
sense of pacing, and tone. The look in
somebody's eye when they deliver a line...
you need to be able to control that. You
need to be able to suggest to the artist,
"You want to have a little beat there, where
we go in close and they deliver a particular
line." That's not under control if you script
after the fact.
It sort of makes sense if you're doing pulp
superheroes, or a 60s kind of thing. Then,
you know, sure... it makes sense. we're
trying for a little more... subtlety? I know
that subtlety might not be the obvious
word to use when most of the stuff I write
is exploding helicopters and gun-fights,
(we both laugh).
S: Give them what they want, Andy.
A: I think it's partly because I'm a control
freak, I'm not the kind of guy who writes,
"Oh, and they fight for six pages." I want to
be able to control the storytelling, moment
by moment. Beat by beat. To choreograph,
to have a sense of geography of a scene...
especially an action scene. I wouldn't be
doing my job if I just wrote "Marvel style." I
feel like I wouldn't be earning my page rate.
Of course, you still need to be flexible. Like
I said, you're not the artist's boss. When the
finished art comes back it's never going to
completely match what you had in your
head. It's very important that the writer
should always be able to re-write, based
on what the artwork is. Good editors will let
you do that, bad ones will send it straight
to the letterer.
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In my case it was evening classes and study.
It was breaking comics apart and figuring
them out. I would go through panel by
panel, counting how many words were in
each balloon, and how many balloons were
in each panel, and how many panels were
on each page... almost in a mathematical
kind of way. I'd see how much visual
information you could fit on a page.
A lot of people start off thinking that they
have this sprawling epic that they're gonna
do, and once it gets published they'll find
fame and fortune. It doesn't really work
that way. You've got to grind away doing a
lot of little things first. They're never going
to be great when you're first starting out,
but you're still learning. It's like playing the
guitar, you've got to keep practicing, and
the more you practice the better you get.
You learn by doing it.
It's not even always the look in the
character's eye, you may want to deliver a
line differently because the acting is
different to what you'd imagined. It might
even be that there simply isn't enough
room for the dialogue. You know that you
often need dead space in a panel for
conversations. So, sometimes you'll need
to move things around, or change things.
It's important to always do a dialogue pass
based on the finished artwork, before it
goes out for lettering, otherwise it leads to
all sorts of problems. I've had some
nightmares. In one case the editor sent the
wrong draft of a script to the artist, then got
it lettered without telling us and then
nothing matched. He then turned around
and said, "Oh, actually the first draft was
fine. I don't know why I asked you to rewrite that." Yeah, the whole thing was just
a car crash.
S: Wow. Not good.
A: Yeah. I learned a valuable lesson there.
Always establish a rapport with the artist.
Deal with them direct, do a run around the
editors, just to iron out and avoid any
problems beforehand. Otherwise things
might be moving off without you being
aware of what's going on behind the
scenes, which could cause problems later.
It just makes more work for everybody
having to fix the mess later on. It's far better
to make sure that it doesn't happen in the
first place.

S: You've worked with some amazing
artists. Is there a holy grail, or an artist or
artists that you'd really love to work with?
A: I've worked with amazing people.
Everyone I've already named, plus Leinil
Yu, "Silent Dragon" that was amazing. In
terms of people I haven't worked with... I'm
a huge fan of Chris Sprouse. I think that
he's phenomenal. He's just crisp, clear.
S: A great draftsman.
A: Yeah, and also he gives so much heart
and expression to his characters. A
beautiful sense of design. I would love to
work with him.
S: So, I like to end as many interviews as I
can with a trademark question I invented
a decade or so back. Over the years you've
probably been asked hundreds of
questions. Is there a question you always
wished that someone would ask you, but
they never did? What's that question, and
what's the answer. What would you like
our readers, your fans to know about Andy
Diggle, or what you do?
A: That is a good question! O.K. I'll turn it
around slightly. There's a question that I do
get asked a lot, which is, "How do I get a
break into the comics industry?" The reply I
always give is, "Well, you're asking the
wrong question." The right question is,
"How do I get better?" Once you get better,
then the industry will come looking for you.

People shouldn't worry so much about
getting into the industry, they should
concentrate on their craft, and keep
grinding away and get better at the job.
Always focus on doing really short stories...
and there're two reasons for this. One is
that it's more likely to actually get drawn
and published if you just do a "done in
one" like twenty page one-shot, because
that's achievable for a new writer or artist
that maybe isn't get paid for it. You can
finish it and actually have a finished
product that you can have in your hand. If
that's just part one of fifty, then it's
probably never gonna happen.
If you're doing lots of short stories, then
you get to work with lots of different artists.
Twenty one-shots with twenty artists,
instead of a twenty issue story with just one
artist, then you're more likely to get them
all finished, and you've got twenty different
things that you can sell to twenty different
people.
Then there's the sense of completion and
satisfaction that you'd got to try lots of
different styles, lots of different genres and
all the rest of it.
S: Great answer! Do you have any parting
thoughts, or comments?
A: Thank you for reading.
S: Thank you.
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By Russ Sheath

PART TWO
Illustration
Paul Williams

S

cott: Yeah, he was cool. Brian
Bolland’s artwork was incredible as
were a lot of the other guys who
drew it too. To me he was like a Batman
who would actually kill people and took it
that one step further, it was so fucking cool.
Kirk: How cool was Judge Death! I was
also a big fan of Strontium Dog.

AN

Unholy

ALLiANce
62

Scott: Me too. At the time we would have
been on Island Records in the UK, and I
can’t remember who the publisher was in
the 80s, but Island Records approached
the publisher and said “Anthrax have this
this song about Judge Dredd and they
want to put the Dredd image on t-shirts.”
We figured they’d want a cut of the merch
or we’d have to pay some kind of licensing
fee, but they gave us licence to use the
character gratis. They were just so excited
that we wanted to use the character and
promote Judge Dredd. Every couple of
years we do a reissue or a new shirt with a
Judge Dredd image, we had Alex Ross do
a Judge Dredd painting for us, and we had
to get permission and the guys who own it
now just gave us the permission to use it.
Kirk: That’s so great.
Kirk: I’ve been a science fiction fan all my
life too. I saw 2001 when I was six years old.
I was way too young to see a movie like
that but it still made an impression on me.
Russ: Were you impacted by Planet of The
Apes?
Kirk: Planet of The Apes was huge.
Scott: I was a massive fan. The original
movies and the weird 70s TV series.
Russ: Was there a point for each of you
where you dropped out of pop culture and
left the contemporary stuff behind for a
while?
Kirk: Yes. For me, because I’m OCD and
ADD, I discovered this whole other world
of music and became obsessed. When I
started listening to music and then I got my
hands on a guitar all I did, literally for the
next five years, was play my guitar. I didn’t
make it so much to the comic book store,
although I payed attention to what horror
movies were coming out, but almost all my
energy went into music. After I left San
Francisco it really started to pick back up
right when my band Exodus started to play
shows and write songs, so we needed
substance material and I was like ,’let’s
watch a bunch of horror movies’. We’d get
together and watch horror movies and try
to find subject matter and that basically
jumpstarted me again.
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When I went out to New York, met Scott,
saw The Evil Dead and especially when we
started to tour, I started being able to go
to all these different comic shops, toys
stores, second hand shops and pawn
shops on tour. The opportunity for me to
get back into something I love was greater
than ever and It allowed me to become a
better collector and keeper of all this stuff
and I couldn’t turn it down. It was always
there, but when music came into my life,
this stuff crept back in.

television, there’s so many shows and I just
finished Legion season 2, I love that show.
Besides Stephen King, Joe Hill and stuff
like that, there is this author David Mitchell
that I got turned onto in the last few years.
He wrote The Bone Clocks and Cloud Atlas
and it’s sci-fi but it’s like sci-fi that I’ve never
experienced before, it’s so unbelievably
smart that this guy can’t be human the way
he puts words together. I’m like “How is it
possible that he knows how to write this?”
It blows my fucking mind.

Scott: I didn’t drop off until some point
until the early 90s. I was still collecting
comics, had my Stephen King collection
and was into movies, but when my
personal life went into an upheaval thats
when I stated drinking, as a 30 year old
(laughs). I discovered this whole other
world that most people experience in their
teens and in their 20s. I got to my 30s and
spent 7, 8, 9 years raging and getting that
out of my system.

Kirk: One of the best horror movies I’ve
seen all year was on Netflix and it was a
movie called The Ritual, check that out, it’s
epic! The whole concept is really original
and different. When you see it you’ll go
“Ok, alright” there are images in there that
seem familiar, but the whole story is so
great and original.

Kirk: With me (laughs)!
Scott: With comic books and geek culture
I certainly fell off in the early 90s, until the
internet. I think I got my first laptop around
1999 and when the internet came around
and I had all this stuff at my fingertips, I
probably got more into all kinds of comic
culture, sci-fi and horror, more than I ever
was.
Russ: What pop culture stuff do you enjoy
today. Are you reading current comics?
Kirk: There’s this one comic called
Providence, which is amazing. It’s by the
Watchmen guy…
Scott: Alan Moore.
Kirk: Alan Moore! They’ve done this comic
and it’s about this journalist and he’s
investigating all these Lovecraftian things
that are going on around Providence,
Rhode Island. The art is mind-blowing and
it references all these different Lovecraft
stories and then goes into a bigger stories
and takes it to some other place. We all
know how great of a storyteller Alan
Moore is and for me this is the best thing
he has ever done, and I’m a big Alan
Moore fan. It’s my favourite comic of the
last few years, definitely.
Scott: I’m definitely going to check out
Providence now, it sounds amazing.
Kirk: It’s so good.
Scott: I’m not reading any comics currently
but just way into movies and serialised

Russ: Because you guys are so well known,
does that prevent you from doing things
like going to conventions such as San
Diego? Do you feel you are missing out on
that part of being fans of pop culture?
Scott: You just wear a mask.
Kirk: The thing about San Diego is that it’s
so big and so decentralised now. I
remember in the 70s San Diego ComicCon was in the Hyatt or something and
was in one room. The only reason I knew
about San Diego Comic-Con was when I
used to go to comic book stores and be
interested in back issues, the dealer would
say “You’ve got to buy it now otherwise I’m
taking it down to San Diego,” like it was a
threat. Now it’s so huge it’s almost taking
over San Diego.
The other thing about it that blows me
away is there’s females there. It used to be
a sausage fest, nerds upon nerds all
nerding out. When I went about ten years
ago my jaw dropped and females weren’t
just there in attendance but were there
dressing up and buying comics, it was all
going in the proper direction.
I also thought, wrongly, that my comic
collection would be obsolete by the turn
of the century and I made the mistake of
starting to get rid of some of my comics. I
couldn’t have been more wrong as right
now Marvel rules modern pop culture and
the biggest movies are Marvel movies. I
kick myself for not waiting it out to see
what would happen. I had Spider-Man
issue 1 and all these silver age comics, but
I thought they would become a thing of

the past and I got rid of most of them, like
90% of them. I really regret that.
Scott: Last time I was in San Diego I wore a
Gene Simmons mask and walked the floor
(laughs). I loved it.
Kirk: It’s just so big these days. You have
this section in the middle of the aisle where
you have maybe vintage comics or original
art, but there’s so much movie stuff, props
and collectibles, it’s massive. It’s a good
thing and I love and I support it, but it’s so
overwhelming.
Russ: So there’s no chance we’ll see you
guys open a comic book store together?
Have you ever been to Kevin Smith’s
comic book store in New Jersey, the one
featured on the ‘Comic Book Men’ show?
It’s part museum to Kevin’s movies but it’s
also a regular comic book store, with all
the books and merchandise you might
find elsewhere.
Scott: I have not. I’ve heard about it.
Kirk: Wait, wait, wait….while we are on the
subject of Kevin Smith, has anyone seen
that fucked up movie he made called
Tusk?
Scott: I haven’t.
Kirk: Oh my god, you’ve got to see that
movie, it’s out of control. He turns a guy
into a walrus.
Scott: I gotta see that.
Kirk: It’s worth the watch. I remember
seeing Kevin at Comic-Con a few years
ago and I said to him, “Thats one fucked
up movie you made”! He took that as a
very big compliment. Check that one out.
Russ: Did you see the one after, Yoga
Hosers? There was two young girls and a
sausage that came alive wearing a World
War 1 German Soldier helmet. It’s pretty
surreal.
Scott: He used Anthrax in that movie. He’s
an old school metal dude.
Kirk: Here we go…Yoga Hosers! I’m
buying it right now (laughs).
Scott Ian’s autobiography ‘I’m The Man’ is
available from booksellers. Follow Scott on
twitter @scott_Ian
Kirk Hammett’s book ‘Too Much Horror
Business’ is available from booksellers.
Follow Kirk on twitter @kirkhammett
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To be Continued...
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“The second issue is where you
make your great idea meaningful”
Alex Thomas 
Last month we looked at the secret to
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These great second issues help to develop their stories in exciting new directions
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Produced in association with Pipedream Comics

For more great indie comics coverage visit www.pipedreamcomics.co.uk
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MANU Altiplano Vol. 1
Publisher: 5432150/.41-,+**
Writer/Artist: )2*.4(('1&4,%4*
Price: $#14.1%2*.4(('"4,%4*! 0%34,.+!3'
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“It brings a unique
angle to dystopian
cyberpunk comics,
by setting it in an
Amazonian jungle”
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Billionaires
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4(5<6??3<*3?<*+<%4?<)*5%<29*>:*75<
(!@?3%7>?5<:3<5)(99<'>?55<&*):&5

The Tower
in the Sea

Publisher: A@?>=<;:99<8769:54:32
Writer/Artist: 10</7>?
Price: .-0,,<+>*)<

(@?>=4:99'769:54:3206:2&(>%?90&*)$
&%$#"! $ #%! $###$#
$#$$##! %$##"$#
"$##%!" #! !"#! !
#4:5<&4('%?><+*99*"5</:>:()<(<=*732<
*>'4(3<"4*<:5<5?3%<%*<!:@:3(%:*3<
5&4**9<(%<(3<?(>9=<(2?0< 4:9?<%4?>?<
54?<(%%?)'%5<%*<3!<)?(3:32<+*><
4?><('*&(9='%:&<!>?()5<67%<:5<%4:5<(<
'>?)*3:%:*3<*><5*)?%4:32<)*>?
:%4<:%5<)(2:&(9<5&4**9<%4?)?<
%4?<#*"?><:3<%4?<?(<4(5<(3<*6@:*75<
;(>>=<8*%%?><+??9<%*<:%<67%<:%5<(<9*32<
"(=<+>*)<6?:32<(<3*&<*++<*+<%4?<6*=<
":(>!0<8(&?!<+799<*+<"*3!?>+799=<
?5*%?>:&<&4(>(&%?>5<+>*)<%4?<54=<
(3!<73(557):32</:>:()<%*<4?><
&97?9?55<*"9<67!!=<+>:)<%4>*724<
%*<:3%:):!(%:32<%?(&4?></(!()?<
*>3?9:(<:%5<(<5%*>=<%4(%<:5<'*"?>?!<
+*>"(>!<6=<:%5<"*3!?>+79<&4(>(&%?>50<
:57(99=<%4?<5%*>=<9**5<:3&>?!:69?<
(2(:3<":%4<15<"(%?>&*9*7><"(54<5%=9?<
2:@:32<?@?>=<'(2?<%4:5<)79%:<&*9*7>?!<
%?%7>?!<6?(7%=<%*<:%0< :%4<5*<)7&4<
!?'%4<(3!<!?%(:9<97>:32<6?4:3!<%4?5?<
29*>:*75<'(2?5<#4?<#*"?><3<#4?<
?(<+??95<9:?<%4?<)*5%<'*9:54?!<(3!<
(&&*)'9:54?!<&4('%?><*+<%4?<5)=>?<
5?>:?5<5*<+(>0
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“I think on a surface level
it’s easier to resonate
emotionally to artwork”
Rees Finlay" # ! !

 

$#"!  # !!#
  
!!  "! #!#
 ##! !!  "
"! # #
! !!" !##
#!!#!" # 
# !"##
What inspired you to turn this complex
and emotional event into a comic?
Rees Finlay:10/.-,++*)(1'&1%,,$*)(+1
#"/.!("1-.'*-+1*+1 ,-.'*)(11/!))*)(1
#",',1%./1',1).1"*)(1.),1)1
!#. *.1-.'*-1 .!#1#",1'./$1*$$*)&1
.%1./*)(1%./11&&1$.)1-.')&1
1%,1&,/+1 -1!#1.),1&,/1(.11
+1*().+,1+1!#*+#*-1#1#",1(,1
.%11,%#1%,,$*)(1-.)%!+,1$.),1
)1",$$,++11#!/),1#.1'&1$.-$1
..+#./,1)1!.)1+,,*)(11.%1
#",1!#*+'1 ..1+,-#*.)1,*-#,1
#.1-"*$/,)1)1#",*/1/,)#+11
+1*)+*/,1#.1.*)1#"#11)1
-.)#/* !#,1'&1.*-,
# !! !  "!
#!#!!#!"
RF: #1+#/#,1+1!+#11-.$$,-#*.)1
.%1+"./#1+*#+1)1,)#!/,+1#"#1
,,)#!$$&1#*,1#.(,#",/1#1#",1,)1#.1
+".1#",1 *((,/1*-#!/,1.%1'&1.!/),&1
!#1+1,1).1!#*+'1*+1+.1 /.1)1
-.'$*-#,1*#1 ,()1#.1),-,++*##,1
/#*-$,+1)1,,,/1, $./#*.)+1#.1
-$/*%&1)1, )1.)1'&1.*)#+1 /.'1
#",/,1*#1(/,1*)#.11 ..1",/,1#",1
,'.#*.)$1-./,1*+1",$1'.+#$&1*)1#",1
-.'*-1(,+1*#"1#",1/,+,/-"1)1
$,/)*)(1/#1.%1'&1.!/),&1 ,*)(1
, /,++,1#"/.!("1/#*-$,+1),-.#,+1

Rees uses visual metaphors to explain the various stages of his autism diagnosis

)1/)#+1*#"*)1#",1/.+,1+,-#*.)+
#!!# ! 
# !! ##
RF: 1#"*)1.)11+!/%-,1$,,$1*# +1,+*,/1
#.1/,+.)#,1,'.#*.)$$&1#.1/#./1+.1
,,)1*%1#",1-.'*-+1/,1!+#1+#*-1 (!/,+1
#",1/*)(1.%11+1%-,1*'',*#,$&1
',+1#",1/,,/1!),/+#)1#",1
,'.#*.)$1/,+.))-,1$+.1#",/, +1
#",1%-#./1#"#1#",1 ..+1/,1.%#,)1
!#. *.(/"*-$1./1#",*/1%.!)#*.)+1
/,1 !*$#1!.)1/,$ $*%,1, ,/*,)-,+1
)1#",1/,,/+1 )1#",'+,$,+1-/*)(1
%./1#"#1-"/-#,/11$.#1'./,1#")1&.!/1
/!-,+1)),/1&), ./+&#"1
",1+#,+1/,1"*(",/1&.! /,1/..#*)(11
$.#1'./,1%./1#",'1)1&.!1)#1#.1+,,1
#",'1-.)!,/1#",1,'.)+1

" # !! # !
! "  " 
 !"" "! 
RF:  +.$!#,$&1.#1.)$&1*11',1
#",1 ..1#"#11+1,+,/#,$&1
),,*)(1#1#",1#*',1+.1).11
-)1/,1*#1.#",/+1-)1#..1*%1#",&1
$*,1!#1#"/.!("1'&1/,*)(1)1
/,+,/-"11%.!)11),1".',1*)1#",1
!#*+'1-.''!)*#&1$,/)*)(1 .!#1
),!/.*,/+*#&1)1*+-.,/*)(1#",1
/1)1+-/&1"*+#./&1.%1+.-*,#& +1
!),/+#)*)(1.%1.!/1-.)*#*.)1
)1+1'&1).$,(,1)1
!),/+#)*)(1(/.+11-.)#*)!,1
#.1 ,-.',1'./,1/,1.%1'&+,$%1
)1".1'&1!#*+'1%%,-#+1',1
)1$$.1',1#.1(/.1*)11
.+*#*,1*/,-#*.)
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Rok the God
Publisher: <;:<987695432
Writer: 190/7.-,/;+*7)(-/7'+-/&
Artist: %-/769+/$;((7#)+&"*7)!! 7(

5;+7#69(9+2"*714576-5!;((7

%$#"! "$"$!"! "!$"
$"%$#"$"! "%"""$"
 $"$#" "!"$" "
home world and hides on earth as a
!!""$$"$$!""
)&;+7&0;7&&4/,7/-(;797&0-&7+2&7
2;+4;2*7<98274:;-(42&437/;$7(4;7-27-7
095;&9$/70;+9704&27-/7/;;3&;:7
9!2&-3(;7$0;/70427/3(;7-++4;27&97
4/9+570457&0-&70;752&7+;&+/7095;7
&97+;3(-4570427(-3;79/7&0;7&0+9/;
.+4&;+2*7.-,/;+7-/:7'+-/&70-;7
+9:3;:7-7+;-(( 7;/&;+&-4/4/,72&9+ 7
$4&07<987&0;7'9:7$043070-27-7;+ 7
$4&& *74/&;22;/&4-(( 7+4&4207;;(4/,7
&974&7)27 97$9(:7;;3&7+957&0;2;7
&$97(;,;/:2*74&7;;(27(48;7)%77
3+922;:7$4&07<9 797&0;7<9;+27-/:7
/:27-7/;-&754::(;7,+9/:7!;&$;;/7
&0;2;7&$97;+ 7:4;+;/&7$9+(:27
)+&42&7%-/769+/$;((7#$097$-27-7
+;;(-&49/79/7&0;7+2&72;+4;2"7+;&+/27
-/:70427$9+875-/-,;27&97;;+&( 7
8;;77$4&07&0;759+;72347!-2;:7
2;&&4/,27&0-&7.-,/;+7-/:7'+-/&70-;7
,4;/70457
7&0;72;+4;2739/&4/;274/7&0427
$4//4/,7$- 7&0;/74&7(998272;&7&97!;7
-/9&0;+730-549/20472;-29/79+7
<98

Snow White
Zombie Apocalypse
Publisher: 39&7695432
Writer: +;/&9/7;/,;(
Artist: 7 ;9/:97 -+8
Price: 67+95739&7695432

"$"! "!!""$ "$"
$"
!" $"$"
""!""""
$"!" !"!""$!"
""$"$!$" "
"$""$!""!"
 !"! !""! "!!!
/9$7.04&;7 95!4;7)93-( 2;7
#. )"72&-+&27$4&07-7&$42&79/7&0;7<;:7
<4:4/,7 99:72&9+ 7$043072;;279+7
0;+94/;7-&&-38;:7! 7-/7/:;-:74,7
-:7.9(7)730-+54/,7+4/3;7427299/7
9/7&0;723;/;*7 ;&74/7-725-+&72!;+249/*7
4&7427/9&7045*7!&7-7(38 7;5-(;7,0&;+7
$097:;(4;+27&0;784((4/,7!(9$7 +7
0;+94/;*7<-/;(*7427-/ &04/,7!&7 9+7
&+-:7%42/; 7+4/3;227-/:74/2&;-:70-27
&0;7,0&4/,7284((2797-&/427;+:;;/7
-/:7&0;72-22 7-&&4&:;797 -+(; 74//7
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0;7+;5-4/:;+797&0427+2&7422;72;;27
9+70;+9;27;/39/&;+79&0;+7-4+ &-(;7
9(87$4&074/3+;-24/,( 7,+;295;7
9&395;27-/:7:;(4;+27-7-/&-2&437
54797!(99:7-/:7,&2*7!&7$4&07295;7
2-+8(4/,7:4-(9,;7-/:7+;-(( 7;/,-,4/,7
-/:72-22 730-+-3&;+2
.+4&;+7;/,;(72;270427-/&-2&43-(( 7
/730-+-3&;+27&979$;+7&0427!9987
-(9/,*7$04(;7&0;7-+&$9+87+957 ;9/:97
-+87+;54/:;:727971739&&76-5!;((*7
!&7$4&0759+;7!(99:7-/:7(;227924/,7
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“I thought exorcising things that
I was thinking about might mean
I’d clear up some head-space”
Lizzy Stewart$%#$ $) $#""$(%$!'&($Walking Distance
,++*)('&(%'$&#"$! +"'#)$%%$&*( %'$
$(&'($'(*'#)$(%$ '$!%!$
'%%()$( $&+#$)(&#!$&$  +$
')%#&+$+%%$&($%"'#$%&# %%"$
&#"$%#$ %$&+$#$%)$$ %+"$
*)#$&$*# *$ $% $"#)$+%!)$
% $( ($&#"$&*( *+$&)$$'$
#$(%$ #"$%*($%'$&%*($ %$( )$
%#"' *+$%%$!&$#(%$#
Can you tell us a bit about your
process for writing Walking Distance?
Lizzy Stewart:)()'&%$)#"!$ )&)"!)(')
&& )!#)!")#)"#)!$)!$&)")
&#)$&)$"$)!)$! )&&) ")!&!)& )
"&)!$) !&!)")!)()&) "'$)
!'$)&!)!$)$#)"))&#)()&#!)
"#$)&#)$ "#&)"%)")&)$) ")
()%#$)()&#!$)!")'&%$) "'$!#)
 !)()& ) ! #)!")%#")&!)
!&!)'!)$)()!#%)!$)""%) &'$)
" !)")!&!) ! $)()!" !)!&!)
$& )$ "  #)!$)!# )!&!)()
& )!#%#)&" !) "# !&#!)'!)
'$&#)() $&) ) "'$)$& & $)
")$!!$)$& )#)!$) ! $ )
()"#!)!#%)()$$)!" !)")!)& )
$#)&) "' )$)&# )$$)
&)#$ $ !)()#)!)&)!")!#%)")
' $)& )&)!$) ")()!$#)!") "'$)&!)
$$!#)!) ! $ )(!)'&%$ )!$)
" $ )$ )& #!#
%*'$ $% $+%#$! *#)$% $( ($# ($
(%$!(*')$)$%'$+$&$!(*'$%%$
&)$( &($&#$#(#(%#&+$)(+$! %!
LS: $)&)!&!)!$)""%)"% )& )
#&"&$)()!#%)(!)& )&& )
"#)!")$) !&!$)$!)& ")!$ !)
$&)$$)&$) ")'&#)!# )&!)
&)#)')$)!&!)'&$)!&!)$  "#)

Walking Distance starts with a look at Lizzy’s love of women walking in movies

")'$)!)& ) # "# " ) !)
#$!&$ )'&)(')&) ! $)""%)
& !")&#) !&!") ")()!#%)&)"!)#)
)'&$ )&#)!$ !)  #% )

!)')"#)!" ! )$"$)()!$)!")
!&%)!")&#"#$)$ $)$ $ &)&) )
(')#"!) $))!)"%$)(') !)&)!)
! %)!")$)"#$ !

We love your children’s books,
why did you feel the need to write
something so personal?
LS: ")$)"#$ !)()& ) ! #)!")
!$)&)#$) ! $)""%)$#)()"!$)
! )""%)()$&)$$$)#) !"#)& )&)
&)")$ &##)!$)")!") $#)
 !)&!)!$)'"'$#!)$)") )&)
 !$)&) !)& $)!")$ &# )()$!)
%$)')"#)&#)& )$!!#)#)!$)
&)")!$) !"$ )()&#!$)!")!$)
!$#)'$)!&!)&#)$&)& #!) $ )
$#" )#)!$) $#!) '&!$)(!)& )
 !$)&& #)()$!)%$)()&)!")$&)

The pages about your love for
women walking in movies is a great
hook, have you discovered any more
favourites?
LS: (')"#)!&!)(')#)")'&#)
'"#! )")')$ "''$#&!"# )"')
$&$ )(! )$$#)&)$!!)"$)$&)
")#$)' )$$ )&)') &$)
"")" ! $)" !) ""#)!&!)""% )
%$)!)'!)!)')$ & !)$ $'$#! )
!" 
%*$!&#$*'! &)$&+#$)(&#!$
%'$$ '%$( $'$++$(%'
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Smaall Preess Sppotligght
We lo
l ok att 3 books being rele
l ased att Thought Bubble
bble 2019
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"!   ! !
on a considerable rise, for bet ter
and for worse. Br yan Cranston has
encouraged us to peel away at the
orange. Universities across the U.K.
have been urged to increase suppor t
for young people with mental health
problems. A recent edition of Channel
4’s Dispatches series uncovered the
severe pressure that mental health
ser vices are under in helping those
    
  !
rise in mental health awareness in our
society is an increase of independent
comics that choose to utilise mental
health as the soil in which to grow their
stories and charac ters from.
Although mental illness can take
many forms, anxiety an
a d depression
are the most familiar illnesses
that appear in sequential form.
 
! ! ! 
how many people endure anxiety
and depression, orr whether more
comic creators happen to live with
those precise mental health issues is
up for debate. From self-published
zines to ongoing sing
gle issues, web
comics and Kickstar ter campaigns
for anthologies, creators are rapidly
 !      !
comics that aim to increase aler tness
of mental health, both educating and
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emphasising the reader into a bet ter
understanding of coping with day-today tasks with a mental illness, through
realism, humour or metaphors. “I
think ar t has that power that not much
else does in this world,” says Roddy
McCance, writer and editor behind
Frac ture Press’ T
Ta
ales of the Frac tured
Mind, an anthology that encompasses
seven strips based on seven separate
Yo
ou can read
mental illnesses. “Y
about mental health, but you don’t
necessarily read about the emotions or
see the people behind the descriptions
or news items.”

Taking Roddy’s reasoning
Ta
for creating his anthology a step
fur ther, despite the aforementioned
diversity in medium of mental health’s
por trayal throughout indie comics,
many are united in their themes by
placing their own creators as the main
charac ters. That grounded sense of
reality ma
m kes their empathetic stories
resonate deeper with the reader,
and the comic in question a more
authoritative af fair.

Standing in yourr Humour

Numerous indie comics that tackle
 ! !    

due to their autobiographical nature.
Rachael Smith’s Wired Up Wrong,
Emily B. Owen’s Brain Shoodles and
Dani Abraham’s Worr y War t make no
qualms about their protagonists having
e ther do
anxiety and depression, nei
they shy away from the fac t that the
protagonists are in fac t the creators
themselves.
Wired Up Wrong, Brain Shoodles
and Worr y War t are intimate, funny
and hear t-breaking. Throughout
each publication, Rachael, Emily and
Dani give intricate, precise details
about how the daily ac tivates of their
lives are thrown of f balance by their
mental health conditions. Much like
the content of these comics, their
genesis were muted, solitar y af fairs. “I
star ted making auto-bio comics again
for my Patreon suppor ters,” explains
Rachael. “I noticed that the ones that
dealt with my struggles with anxiety
and depression tended to be the more
popular ones, so I decided to make
! ! 
 
perhaps, then, of audience’s desire to
see more mental health presentations
in media? The success Rachael’s found
with both this and its follow-up, Stand
In Your Power, would suggest so.
Wired Up Wrong boasts a warm,
compac t sor t of friendliness to it.
Its breezyy,, light-hear ted, comical

  !  
doings is underpinned by its deeper
application off anxiety and depressions’
ef fec ts on the daily tasks we may take
for granted. Each of Wired Up Wrong’s
strips builds towards some manner of
punchline from Rachael’s hu
h morous
achael
interpretation of her life. Ra
illustrates herself, her friends and family
in a bright, accessibly vibrant manner,
almost like a newspaper strip. There’s
a delightfully innocent vibe to Wired
Up Wrong’s visuals and sitcom-esque
situations of Rachael gently poking fun
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at her own dealings with anxiety and
depression.
That sense of humour ripples
gently across these comics. Rachael
illustrates most of Wired Up Wrong
in a four-panel struc ture, whilst in
Brain Shoodles, Emily draws herself
as a dumpling-like caricature. The
aforementioned sen
e se of realism
in these comics’ autobiographical
format is at odds with their lacing of
caricatured humour
u . “I guess making
jokes about it is one of my coping
mechanisms,” explains Rachael. “I
also wanted the book to be warm
and humorous rather than just bleak.”
Emily’s zine is another comic that
balances the grim with the hilarity. Her
illustrations share the same minimalist,
unclut tered style of Wired Up Wrong.
The ‘Shoodles’ in the comic’s title is
a fusion of Emily’s own creation; shit
"!!"    ! !
of the comic’s DIY nature. Illustrating
herself like she does, yet also
presented in stark black-and-white,
Brain Shoodles feels like a ver y literal
handling of the funny and the sad.

Wired Up Wrong and Brain Shoodles.
Dani’s own comic, initially a web comic
but now also a print edition, explains
the extreme physical ef fec ts anxiety
has on her. What initially begins as
ner vous tummy expands into panic
at tacks, diarrhoea and avoidance of
food itself. Dani eloquently explains
and shows her severe symptoms with
    ! " 
journey in discovering what’s wrong
with her and how she bears with these

DIY Doodles

Emily guides us through her daily
routines, breaking the four th wall
fur ther than Wired Up Wrong. That
sense of interac tivity from Brain
Shoodles highlights the zine’s
immensely personal mechanics, as if
Emily is speaking direc tly to you. Much
" !    "
best way to displayy her struggles with
mental health in the mundane and
intimate moments of her life. Brain
Shoodles may not have begun life as a
comic, yet its straight-forward nature
highlights its determined at titude,
as if it’s on a mission to depic t a
 !!!"
depression can af fec t those who may
seemingly have a positive life, including
Emily’s. “The hard bit was ignoring the
internal voices which tell you you’re not
good enough, that no-one will read
it, that you’re embarrassing. Those
voices tend to be the ones that shout
the loudest and the ones that we most
easily believe are telling us the truth.”
By comparison, Worr y War t sheds
the humour almost completely, and
expands on the more explicit scenes of

symptoms make for brutal yet honest
reading
g. Sharing the visually strippedback manner of Rachael and Emily’s
work, Worr y War t presents itself with
bare backgrounds, emphasising Worr y
War t’s focus on Dani and her selfexplorator y nature of her anxiety.
!   "!  !
! " 
condition through medicine, yoga
and self-care, the last of which is a
message shared between these thre
ee
comics. Worr y War t, Brain Shoodles
and Wired Up Wrong don’t end on
a triumphant note, indeed there’s a
sense that they don’t really ‘end’ at all.
Rather, they acknowledge that having
anxiety and depression is a road
that’s not easily prepared at all, and to
savour the moments in which yourself
or a loved one can provide comfor t.
““A
Although these are ver y much all my

experiences I would never have put the
comic together if other people hadn’t
told me that they related to them too,”
says Emily, emphasising the sense
of empathy scat tered amidst these
diverse titles. “Ever y page in the comic
is something I have been through
and the thought of helping even one
person feel less alone was a driving
force in get ting it out there even if I
was feeling like the biggest imposter
in the world.” A tangible feeling of
connec ting to the reader is cemented
in these comics, born out of a form of
illness that’s stigmatised by its abstrac t
nature, an illness which some who
don’t understand it think we should just
stop feeling like. As we’ll explore laterr,,
Rachael Rowan Olive’s wonder fully
swear y zine A is for Awkward pokes the
per fec t sor t of hole in this logic with a
par ticularr page off herself being asked
a question interminably asked far too
of ten by those with mental health
illnesses: ‘Have you tried… Just… Not
hating yourself?’

Warts and all

What unites these comics is a boldness,
a braver y to depic t the fallout of
anxiety and depression in a caricatured
state, as if to sof ten the blow for the
reader. Brain Shoodles comes from
the word shit. Dani depic ts herself on
the bog. Rachael recounts bouts selfharm. “Some of it came ver y naturally
and some was ver y cathar tic,” says
Rachael. “I found the stor y about my
experiences in secondar y school really
"  !!!  
I’ve spent most of my life tr ying not to
think about. I think it did me good to
get it all down on paper though.”
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EUROPEAN COMIC REVIEWS
Title: ABC of Typography
Script: David Rault
Artwork: Various
Publisher: Self Made Hero
Price: £14.99

Title:
Frank
Script and Artwork:
Ximo Abadia
Publisher:
Europe Comics
Price:
€4.99

F

rank is a short and
scathing critique of
Franco's dictatorship in
Spain, the way people dealt with
it after he had finally fallen and
how the current generation are
obliged to deal with it following
the failures of their forefathers to
do so.
It is written by Alicante native
Ximo Abadia, who has had
previous success with Cartulinas
de colores, CLONk (nominated
for Best New Author at the
Barcelona
Fair)
and
La
Biopolaridad del chocolate.
His comic Frank is extremely
brief and starts with Franco's

childhood in northern Spain. It
follows his trajectory from small
town boy, to military general, to
oppressive dictator.
It is very colourful, principally
using red, blue and yellow as its
base plate but mixing well to
create a vibrant comic. Itappears
very Picasso like with all its
straight lines and shapes but this
is also used by Abadia to serve
as metaphorical representations
of the dictatorship.

David Rault enlisted the help of 12 illustrators, artists
and graphic designers to bring us his ABC of
Typography - a potted history of typography. He takes
you on a journey through its development from its
early beginnings in Mesopotamia to its situation in the
present day.
Each chapter is devoted to a different period of
typography's evolution and is drawn by a different
artist. This history's presentation in comic format is
particularly poignant given the mediums particular
influence on typography, and its prevalent use in
comics generally.
Rault goes into fantastic detail and his collaborators
illuminate it with a lovely variation of comic arts styles
and colouring. Rault clearly sees typography as an art
form itself - perhaps the 10th art - and he does an
excellent job of making you agree with him.
The historical sector of continental comics continues
to grow to its ever-growing repertoire. ABC of
Typography is another informative and interesting
addition.

This comic is so brief that it
succeeds in demonstrating how
ridiculous the whole situation in
Spain had become. It is a must
read for anyone interested in the
modern history of Spain.

Author: Thomas Sargent | Twitter: @nousrembobinons
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Title: Colored
Script: Émilie Plateau (Based on the book
"Colored: The Unsung Life of Claudette
Colvin by Tania de Montagine)
Artwork: Émilie Plateau
Publisher: Europe Comics
Price: €7.49
Colored is the eye-opening biography of
equality activist Claudette Colvin. 15-year
old Colvin was arrested on her way home
from school on 2nd March 1955. She was on
a bus in Montgomery, Alabama, and refused
to give up her seat for a white person.
Rosa Parks refused to give up her seat on a
bus in the same city on 1st December 1955.
Colvin was a pioneer. A pioneer who never
received the recognition she deserved for
her courage, bravery and influence on one
of the greatest civil rights movements the
world has ever seen.
Émilie Plateau, a French comic artist based
in Brussels, does a wonderful job of trying to
right this wrong, taking her script from Tania
de Montaigne's chronicle of Colvin's life.
Plateau limits the colouring in this book, no
doubt deliberately, to brown, black and
white. There are no panels but the pages are
set into panel like forms making it flow nicely.
She manages to include enough
information and history on the Civil Rights
Movement to give the reader ample insight
into the wider significance of Colvin's tale.

To same extent, her drawings are simple but
extremely effective. The details give you an
idea of what life in Montgomery looked like
but no so many that you are distracted from
the main event.
Colored is a must read and hopefully will
help contribute to giving Colvin the
recognition she deserves.
Title: Mikel
Author: Mark Bellido
Artwork: Judith Vanistendael
Publisher: Self Made Hero
Price: £24.99
Mikel is the story of Mark Bellido's foray into
the world of being a bodyguard. Bellido was
a bodyguard for potential targets of the
Basque separatist movement ETA in the
Basque Country for four years.
Originally from Seville, Bellido upped sticks
and moved north from his small provincial
home to Pamplona where he took on the
task of being a bodyguard for a local mayor.

airport Mikel finally finds the source of his
brilliant idea for a book.
Bellido's intriguing and emotional story is
beautifully illustrated by Belgian comics
author and artist, Judith Vanistendael.
Her previous successes, also published by
SelfMadeHero, include When David Lost His
Voice (Eisner Award nomination) and Dance
by the Light of the Moon, which was
nominated for the Angoulême Grand Prize
twice.
To Mikel she brings a mixture of drawing
techniques and fantastic colour schemes.
She captures the sights and landscapes of
the Basque Country magnificently.
The dream pages, which frequently feature,
were compiled using a risograpgh with the
assistance of Axel Claes. Vanistendael mixes
huge double page spreads with standard
panel schemas and the story is fluid thanks
to the thoughtful layout.

We begin getting to know Mikel through his
work. Prior to becoming a txakurra (dog,
pejoratively speaking, in Basque) he was a
wannabee writer and confectionary
salesman.

Mikel doesn't take you to the heart of the
Basque conflict, nor does it give an in depth
look at its history and contemporary
situation. However, it does give you a
window into part of it through an accidental
participant.

Despite his ambitions of being a writer, Mikel
always finds a distraction or simply suffers
from writers block. After watching a news
bulletin about an ETA attack on Badajoz

These windows are somewhat underrated
and Mark Bellido's personal experience is a
fascinating drama that keeps you guessing
until the end.
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TIGER...

CELEBRATING 65 YEARS OF PUBLISHING

By former editor Barrie Tomlinson
was very popular with children and I felt it
was the right time to make such a change.
From then on, all the stories were based
on sport.
The move to an all sports comic proved to
be popular with readers and I decided to
add sporting features to the line-up. I
introduced the Tiger Sports Star of the
Year competition, in which Tiger readers
could vote for their favourite sports star.
I was quite surprised when the first winner
was tennis star Ann Jones. I’d been
expecting a footballer to win the title. It
was shrewd judgement by Tiger readers,
for Ann Jones deserved to be the winner.

Editor Barrie shows Malcolm
Macdonald some good bits
in a copy of Tiger

L

ots has been written, in 2019, about
the 65th anniversary of Roy of the
Rovers. It’s been partly overlooked
that Roy’s adventures first appeared in
issue one of Tiger comic. Therefore, Tiger
also celebrated its 65th birthday in 2019.
Tiger was launched on September 11th,
1954 by Fleetway Publications. Tiger’s first
editor was Derek Birnage. On the cover
he announced that Tiger, which cost three
old pence, was “The Sport and Adventure
Picture Story Weekly”.
I became a sub editor on Tiger in the early
sixties. By that time David Gregory was the
Tiger editor and the title was still featuring
sport and adventure, with such stories as
Olac the Gladiator, strongman Typhoon
Tracy and space adventurer Jet-Ace
Logan.
When, in 1969, I was lucky enough to
become Tiger editor I decided that Tiger
should become an all sports title. Sport

The second winner of the award was
England goalie Gordon Banks, a World
Cup winner in 1966 and a worthy winner
of the sports star of the year title in 1971.
I had a special box made for the shining
Tiger trophy and made the journey to
Stoke, where I presented it to Gordon in
the middle of the Stoke City pitch (not on
a match day!).
After I’d handed over the trophy, I had a
long conversation with Gordon and I
asked him if he wrote for any publications
or was under contract to write for anyone.
To my surprise he said he didn’t have any
deals at all and right away I said “How
about writing for Tiger?” Gordon said he
would love to and on the train back to
London I could hardly stop smiling. I’d
signed the World’s top goalkeeper to write
for Tiger.
I then had to work out how Tiger could
afford to pay for the articles. I calculated
that if I dropped a two-page picture strip
the editorial budget would just about
balance out.
How did the readers react to the
appearance of the weekly articles? They
loved the idea and Gordon’s feature ‘From
the Goal-line’ was a winner.

All the Tiger editors in one photo. Left to right: David
Derek Birnage (1st), Paul Gettens (4th)
One amusing incident when I was in Stoke
with Gordon: He was about to drive me to
his home and as I got into the front
passenger seat of his car I was carrying the
wooden box containing the Tiger trophy.
“Put it on the back seat,” said Gordon.
I swung the box over the rear of my seat
and as I did so it struck Gordon on the arm.
For a moment, I glimpsed a terrible
headline: ‘Tiger Editor injures world’s best
goalkeeper!’. But I needn’t have worried.
Gordon received no serious injury!
Tiger’s reputation became so good that
over the years I was able to sign lots of big
name sports stars to write for Tiger. Tiger’s
football writers included Trevor Francis,
Mick Channon, Jack Charlton and
Malcolm Macdonald.
Cricketers who wrote for Tiger were
Geoffrey Boycott, Tony Greig, Ian Botham,
David Gower and umpire Dickie Bird.
Not bad line-ups for a children’s comic!
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It was amazing that Tiger’s reputation was
such that I only had to ask the stars to sign
for the publication and they agreed. No-one
ever said no!
From the world of show business, Ernie
Wise wrote articles for Tiger, while Eric
Morecambe wrote for Roy of the Rovers,
which I’d launched as a separate title. Paul
Daniels also contributed to Tiger.

What about the picture-strips in Tiger? It
was a powerful line-up of stories, thanks to
some stories Tiger inherited at various
mergers. Let’s take a look at some all-time
favourite strips:
Billy’s Boots, the story of the schoolboy who
could only play well when he was wearing a
pair of old football boots which once
belonged to old time footballer Dead-Shot
Keen. (Script Fred Baker, art Mike Western
and John Gillatt).

Slogger from Down Under (Cricket),
Golden Boy (Athletics), Nipper (Football),
Topps on Two Wheels (Motor cycle stunt
rider).
Those stories and features all helped make
Tiger something special in the world of
comics. Tiger’s reputation was a powerful
weapon. As I’ve recounted before in my
book ‘Comic Book Hero’, Tiger’s reputation
came in very useful when I was trying to get
into Lord’s Cricket Ground on a non-match

Jackie Stewart checks out
Tiger after winning the Tiger
Sports Star of the Year
competition.

t: David Gregory (2nd), Barrie Tomlinson (3rd),

Skid Solo, the formula one driver who
became a world champion. (Script Fred
Baker, art John Vernon).
Hot-Shot Hamish, the Scottish football giant
whose shots could break the back of the
net. (Script Fred Baker, art Julio Schiaffino).
Johnny Cougar, the native American
wrestling hero. (Script Tom Tully and me. Art
John Gillatt and Sandy James).
Death Wish, the story of the masked man
who would try any sport, as long as it was
dangerous. (Script me, art Vano).
Roy of the Rovers, the world’s most famous
soccer story (Script Frank Pepper, Tom Tully,
art Joe Colquhoun, Paul Trevillion, Fred
Holmes, Yvonne Hutton, David Sque and
Michael White).
Cricketers Bob Willis and
Geoffrey Boycott enjoy some
Christmas presents, including
copies of Tiger!

Martin’s Marvellous Mini, two lads who
owned a yellow mini and raced with it.
(Script Fred Baker, art David Sque).

day. I had a meeting organised with
Geoffrey Boycott but the man on the gate
refused to let me in, when I said I was from
IPC Magazines. The massive publishing
house made no impression on him. After
waiting a while, I mentioned I was from
Tiger. “Tiger? Why didn’t you say so! Come
on in!”
That’s what Tiger meant to people!
Tiger was the first comic I edited and always
my favourite. In recent years, I’ve been
contacted by many former Tiger readers
and it seems Tiger was as special for them
as it was for me. Over the years, from 1954
to 1985, Tiger entertained millions of
readers. This was thanks to all the editors,
editorial staff, writers, artists, letterers and
photographers, as well as the most
important ingredient of all … the readers!

Other stories included The Tough Game
(Rugby), Tallon of the Track (Speedway), The

Author: Barrie Tomlinson | Twitter: @BarrieEditor1
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